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The monsoon season is upon us! Grey, rain-filled clouds make us 
eloquent, but this year, tax matters have gained precedence, as 
the historical tax reform, GST, which is likely to turn our country’s 
economy around, has come into effect. Whether we like it or not, 
it is true that India is notorious for its complex tax system. GST 
is replacing the current complex structure of multiple indirect 
taxes in favour of a single tax system. A destination-based tax, 
in the ensuing pages, we share views from stakeholders on the 
implications, GST is likely to trigger in our business of beauty and 
wellness.

The men’s grooming market in India is growing at an expeditious 
rate where men are seeking products to help them look young 
and well-groomed. Men in the age group of 18 to 25 are breaking 
beauty norms in their choices and depicting an increasingly youth-
obsessed culture in India. Some of the factors driving this change 
are global exposure, social awareness, rapid urbanisation, and 
increased per capita income. Euromonitor International’s report 
states that in India, per se, men’s grooming has continued to 
register a robust performance in 2016, increasing by 10 per cent 
in current value terms due to an increased focus on looks and 
appearance by urban consumers. Taking a cue, we present an 
insight into the evolving trends in the men’s grooming industry.

In the hair section, we meet French hairstylist, Nadia Bouchiki, 
who has overcome challenges that life has thrown at her to make 
a mark in the industry. Bouchiki is trained in the ‘Pivot Point’ 
method of hairstyling in France and shares her journey and 
passion for the craft with us. On the homefront, we have Yiami 
Tungshang, the Senior Hairstylist with Savio John Pereira Salon, at 
the Sofitel Mumbai BKC. He is a young and dynamic hair prodigy 
who believes that networking skills and being social media savvy 
are mandatory to carve a niche. He shares his views on the 
industry with us, along with a sneak peek into the hair trends for 
the season. UK-based hair maestro, Asgar Saboo shares tips on 
bridal hairdos in an easy step-by-step guide.

In the beauty section, we interview celebrity artist, Meghna Butani, 
who began her career by assisting make-up artists post college 
and today, is a rare combination of being a master at hair and 
make-up both. She scores quality of work and team over money, 
when it comes to taking up an assignment.

In the spa section, we present the Woo Wellness Spa and Salon, 
located at the Pullman Hotel Aerocity, Delhi. The spa incorporates 
the essence of traditional Indian décor amidst modern 
architecture. The spa offers a plethora of innovative therapies 
along with traditional Ayurvedic forms of wellness. Dr Darshana 
Sawale, Spa Manager, Conrad Spa at Conrad Hotel Pune shares 
her views on the spa and wellness industry in Asia, brand USP, 
future plans, and more.

All this and more in this issue of July. May your burdens be light, 
and your coffee strong!
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An Ode to Light
Nadia BOU chikhi

A dynamic personality who has 
overcome many challenges that life has 
thrown at her, Nadia Bouchikhi, serves 

an example to many. Trained in the Pivot 
Point method of hairstyling in France, 

Bouchikhi  shares excerpts from her life 
with Salon India 

Getting started
I have been fascinated by fashion since I was a child. As a teenager, when 
it became necessary to find a professional orientation, my mother advised 
me to choose hairstyling because it is, undoubtedly, one of the most 
beautiful professions in the world. During my schooling, at the age of 14, 
I did my training at a salon for a short while, and felt the passion for the 
job and the realisation that I can work in this line and be happy. So, years 
later, I graduated from a private hairdressing school in France where I was 
taught the ‘Pivot Point’ method. I first passed my vocational qualification 
for two years, and then did a specialisation in Stylist Facialist for one 
year. After having worked for a decade in a salon, I had the opportunity to 
validate my professional achievements for a higher diploma of Professional 
Qualification. I have met several renowned hairdressers since then. In 
France, I have been inspired by the hairdressers of ‘Maison Gérard & 
Laurent’, and was lucky to have worked with them for a year. I feel, it is 
important to learn new techniques from the masters, as they are the best. I 
also appreciate the work of Toni&Guy in England. During my studies, while  
I was interning with a hairdresser, who is renowned in the East of France, 
from whom I learned the cutting techniques.

by Aradhana V Bhatnagar
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Meet Yiami Tungshang, the Senior Hairstylist with Savio John Pereira 
Salon, at the So  tel Mumbai BKC. He is a young and dynamic hair 
prodigy, who believes that networking skills and being social media 
savvy are mandatory in order to leave a mark in this industry

Inspired to Succeed
YiAM i Tungshang

Y 
iami Tungshang completed 
his training in hairstyling and 
hairdressing at the Juice Salon in 
2007 and worked with them for 

three years, after which he moved to the 
Savio John Pereira Salon in 2009. He has 
earned certificates in Advance Colour and 
Cut from professional brands like Wella 
Professionals and L’Oréal Professionnel.

Getting started
“It was my childhood aspiration to be 
part of the fashion and hair industry, and 
when I moved to Mumbai, I seized every 
opportunity I could to achieve this goal. I 
learned the basics at Juice Salon, and it 
was definitely a life-changing experience. 
I owe it to them for building my foundation 
in this field. I have seen and worked with 
many experts throughout my career, but, 

Salon: Savio John Pereira Salon 

Address: G Block BKC, 
Bandra Kurla Complex, 
Bandra East, Mumbai - 400051

Tel.: 022-6117 5154 

Last appointment: 7 pm
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G E T  T H E  L O O K

SuMM er Time 

Weddings

Classic 
Hairstyles

This look is simple to achieve, yet makes 
a statement. Suitable for hair that is 
beyond shoulder length, it adds a touch of 
class and glamour to your wedding look.

Get the look: Ensure the hair is brushed 
thoroughly and is preferably straight, as 
this will make styling much easier. Using 
a curling wand, separate 2 inch sections 
of hair and hold around the curling iron 
for 10 to 15 seconds. Leave the curls to 
hang loosely until all the hair has been 
curled. Once complete, gently shake out 
hair to loosen, but do not run your fingers 
through the curls as this will deconstruct 
them. Finally, sweep all the hair over your 
client’s shoulder and spray to hold, then 
finish with a shine spray for extra sheen.

Classic buns are perfect for traditional 
Indian weddings. Representing true 
Indian culture, this look can be elegantly 
accessorised and when finished, looks 
neat, pretty and polished.

Get the look: Brush the hair back from 
the hairline and secure at the nape of the 
neck with a hair band. Begin to wrap the 
hair around the ponytail, twisting it as you 
go to ensure the layers remain hidden. 
Then secure the bun with bobby pins 
that are the same colour as the hair for a 
clean finish. Finally, wrap a flower garland 
around the bun for beautiful detailing, 
choosing a contrasting colour to make a 
bold statement. Tip: To add extra volume, 
separate the front sections of the hair 
before tying so they can later be styled 
into a quiff or a side fringe.

Asgar Saboo, the  UK 
based hair maestro, 
has worked magic on 
scores of celebrities 
and dignitaries the 
world over. With 
Salon India, he shares 
tips on bridal hairdos 
in an easy step by 
step guide

3

This is a traditional hairstyle which pairs 
well with Indian bridal attire. Perfect 
for long, thick hair, embellishments or 
accessories are a must to to add glitz. 
Your preferred hairdresser can style the 
braid in many different ways.

Get the look: Brush the hair thoroughly 
and tie securely at the back of the head 
just above the nape of the neck. Separate 
a small section of hair and pin it loosely to 
keep out of the way. Braid the remaining 
hair in the style of your choice, and secure 
with a hair band the same colour as your 
hair. Take the remaining loose section of 
hair and wrap it securely around the top 
of the ponytail to hide the hair band and 
fasten securely with hair grips. Add as 
many embellishments as your dare and 
spray to hold. 

Braided ponytailSide swept waves Bun with flowers

1

1

2

2

3

3
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Hair Care

P R O D U C T S

Market Watch

Shampoo and conditioner by label.m

Shampoo and conditioner by Schwarzkopf Professional

Hair conditioner by Brickell

Jojoba oil by Desert Splendour

label.m Brightening Blonde Shampoo works to instantly brighten your hair colour, whilst enhancing tonal 
reflection and neutralising unwanted brassy tones. With a moisturising and nourishing formula, the 
multi-tasking shampoo has an Enviroshield Complex that extends the life of colour and provides protection 
against frizz, humidity and UV rays. Made using five exclusive botanical ingredients, such as vitamin-rich 
star fruit, which strengthens the hair, white pineapple, which seals the cuticle and hydrates hair, and mamaki 
tea, which has high levels of antioxidants to protect against colour oxidation, the shampoo also contains 
hops which improves shine, whilst custard apple gently neutralizes brassy tones. The label.m Brightening 
Blonde Conditioner softens and detangles your hair, whilst neutralising brassy tones and preventing 
dryness. Formulated with the same five exclusive botanical ingredients as the shampoo, the ingredients 
work together to reduce brassiness, enhance tonal reflection, protect against colour oxidation and leave 
your hair feeling stronger, softer and smoother. Meanwhile, the Enviroshield Complex extends the life of 
colour from the first use, whilst protecting against frizz, humidity and UV rays. It is available at select salons.
Price: `2,000 each

Brickell combin e s organic, quality natural ingredients with advanced science to 
formulate the best in men’s grooming products. The Revitalizing Hair Conditioner 
nourishes the hair to restore shine, moisture, and elasticity. Essential oils in this men’s 
conditioner soothes the scalp, promotes hair growth, while Aloevera and Vitamin E 
flood the hair cells with moisture. Available at www.beautysource.in
Price: `3,215

Jojoba Oil with Natural Lavender is an essential blend of Jojoba Oil and Lavender 
extracts. Extracted from fresh Lavender flowers and Organic Jojoba seeds, this natural 
blend is essentially meant for hair to be healthy, beautiful and frizz free. It gets rid of 
dandruff, split ends naturally. It is available at www.desertsplendour.in.
Price: `850

High levels of humidity means sweaty, greasy, limp hair within a few hours of 
shampooing. The BC Volume Boost range of Shampoo and Refresher delivers volume, 
weightless fullness and non-overburdening root lift. It works on fine to normal hair, 
improves volume by up to 100 per cent, and adds lightweight moisture and strength 
to hair, thereby ensuring happy, bouncy hair even on the hottest of days. The Volume 
Boost Shampoo gently cleanses hair and purifies the scalp by removing excess oil and 
residue that weigh the hair down. The Volume Boost Refresher spray lifts hair roots 
and boosts volume. Spray directly on the roots or use as a dry shampoo. The duo is 
available at all leading salons.
Price: `799 for shampoo; `800 for conditioner
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by Shivpriya Bajpai

Euromonitor International’s report states that in India, per se, men’s grooming has continued to 
register a robust performance in 2016, increasing by 10 per cent in current value terms due to 
an increased focus on looks and appearance by urban consumers. Salon India presents an insight 
into the evolving trends in the men’s grooming industry

Men’s GrOO ming

The Growth Trajectory
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TA X  R E F O R M

Views and 
Impact

View on it
GST - is Giant Step Taken to make it one 
nation and one tax. Yes, it will take effort 
to implement it, but that is a small issue  
to take the giant step forward.

Gearing up for it
We have completed the initial 
documentation and received our GST 
registration, worked with our business 
associates and experts on implications, 
had learning sessions for our teams and 
are getting ready for the implementation.

Impact
There will be about 2.5 per cent 
reduction in our input cost, but we are 
still awaiting the exact details from 
our product partners and experts. 
Documentation will increase with there 
being registrations in every state and 
multiple returns will have to be filled, 
but here, too, we are hoping that we will 
learn and master this as we go forward 
keeping the big picture in mind.

View on it
I expect that overall it will make life 
easier for most people. It will bring 
more transparency in the indirect 
taxes, reduce administrative costs for 
businesses and help in improving the 
business climate in the country. Overall it 
will give a boost to the economy.

Gearing up for it
For architects and interior designers, the 
GST rate will be higher than the current 
Service Tax rate. However, we are ready 
for the GST roll-out.

Impact
To my mind, the beauty and wellness 
industry is driven mostly by discretionary 
spending and awareness. As GST 
is expected to give a boost to the 
economy, the overall buying power of 
the consumer will increase which will be 
in favour of the industry.

View on it
GST is a bold and brave effort to bring 
about a drastic positive change in Indian 
taxation. Even though there will be 
teething problems initially, in the long run 
it will surely boost the Indian economy, 
and make it stronger.

Gearing up for it
We have been so eagerly waiting for it 
that we had taken suitable measures 
in April itself to ensure a smoother 
transition into the new GST laws. Most 
of our basic requirements are complete 
and we hope that there will be no further 
delays.

Impact
We all have been aware that GST would 
be executed soon. I am of the view that 
it would reduce the overall cost. This is 
likely to benefit the consumer, which in 
turn will help in increasing the base. I 
see an overall boom, especially for the 
beauty and wellness category, as it will 
be now more affordable to consumers. 
Looks like ‘Acchey Din’ for us!

DISTRIBUTORSALON PROFESS IONALS

— Vikram Bhatt,
Director, Enrich Salon & Academy

— Viveck Vermaa,
VIVEA – Viveck Vermaa Architects

— Ashok Chauhan,
MD, Inocorp Marketing Pvt Ltd
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N A I L S

Expert Advice
MonsOO n Nail Care Regime
The season of monsoon calls for special care of nails to avoid infection and chipping. 
Salon India speaks exclusively with experts about their recommended therapies

Therapies recommended: Nails get 
brittle during monsoons, hence extra care 
is needed. Lakme Salon offers Candy 
Crush Treatment and White Tea Vitality 
Treatment.
USP: The Candy Crush Treatment 
nourishes and detoxifies the skin. It suits 
all skin types, and removes dead skin. The 
White-Tea Vitality Treatment has antioxidant 
properties that reduces tanning and 
nourishes the skin.
Products used: For the Candy Crush 
Treatment, we use natural butter, pure 
essential oils, detoxifying bath bombs and 
a Peditrex machine; for White-Tea Vitatily 
Treatment, the core ingredient is White Tea.
Price: The Candy Crush manicure and 
pedicure are priced at `550 and `950, 
respectively; White-Tea Vitality manicure 
and pedicure are priced at `650 and 
`1,150, respectively.

National Expert, Skin and Nails, Lakmé Salon Director, Sanctum Spa and Wellness Owner, Nail & Beauty Lounge

Therapies recommended: Nails 
need special care in the monsoon as the 
humidity tends to weaken them, which 
leads to breakage. It is also essential to 
keep nails clean and dry to prevent fungal 
infection. Hence, the Total Manicure and 
Pedicure is highly recommended for this 
season. 
USP: Both are waterless and a good 
treatment for the hands, feet, and the nails.
Products used: The products are from 
the Margaret Dabbs London brand, and 
key products for nails is the nail and 
cuticle serum, hand serum, intensive foot 
treatment oil, and the foot hygiene cream. 
Price: The Total Manicure is priced at 
`1,200 and the Total Pedicure is at `1,500. 
The services and products are available 
at the flagship ReMedi Spa and Beauty 
Lounge and JW Marriott Hotels in Sahar, 
Mumbai, Delhi, Pune and Mussoorie.

Therapies recommended: Nails require 
grooming in all the seasons, however, the 
rainy season demands extra care and 
pampering. Nail & Beauty Lounge offers 
a range of manicure and pedicure for 
complete nail care - Sugarcane manicure 
and pedicure; Candle manicure and 
pedicure; Cocktail manicure and pedicure; 
Whitening spa manicure and pedicure; and 
Heel Peel treatment
USP: These services deeply cleanse and 
remove dead skin and dirt, while leaving 
the skin rejuvenated and moisturised. The 
Heel Peel treatment is a special designed 
service for the feet. It cures cracks and 
makes them smooth and silky.
Products used: Spa products 
from Anita’s Aromatics and Cheryl’s 
Cosmeceuticals are used for the services. 
Price: The services are priced between 
`700 to `1,000.

Disha Meher Jo Gaglani Ishita Mehta
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